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SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x32  $13,795  $643.66  $579.79 

12x36  $15,695  $731.62  $658.96 

12x40  $17,195  $801.06  $721.46 

14x32  $17,295  $805.69  $725.63 

14x36  $19,045  $886.71  $798.54 

14x40  $20,845  $970.05  $873.54 

16x32  $19,345  $900.60  $811.04 

16x36  $21,395  $995.51  $896.46 

16x40  $23,395  $1,088.10  $979.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $5,995  $282.55  $254.79 

10x16  $6,595  $310.32  $279.79 

10x20  $7,895  $370.51  $333.96 

10x24  $9,495  $444.58  $400.63 

12x16  $7,345  $345.05  $311.04 

12x20  $9,245  $433.01  $390.21 

12x24  $10,345  $483.94  $436.04 

12x32  $12,595  $588.10  $529.79 

12x36  $14,395  $671.44  $604.79 

12x40  $16,045  $747.82  $673.54 

14x24  $12,295  $574.21  $517.29 

14x32  $14,145  $613.56  $552.71 

14x36  $17,895  $833.47  $750.63 

14x40  $19,695  $916.81  $825.63 

16x32  $18,145  $845.05  $761.04 

16x36  $20,195  $939.95  $846.46 

16x40  $22,195  $1,032.55  $929.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

10x20  $8,595  $402.92  $363.13 

12x20  $9,795  $458.47  $413.13 

12x24  $10,895  $509.40  $458.96 

12x32  $13,145  $613.56  $552.71 

12x36  $14,945  $696.90  $627.71 

12x40  $16,495  $768.66  $692.29 

14x24  $12,895  $601.99  $542.29 

14x32  $16,495  $768.66  $692.29 

14x36  $18,395  $856.62  $771.46 

14x40  $20,195  $939.95  $846.46 

16x32  $18,695  $870.51  $783.96 

16x36  $20,695  $963.10  $867.29 

16x40  $22,745  $1,058.01  $952.71 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x24  $11,045  $516.34  $465.21 

12x32  $13,345  $622.82  $561.04 

12x36  $15,145  $706.16  $636.04 

12x40  $16,695  $777.92  $700.63 

14x24  $13,095  $611.25  $550.63 

14x32  $16,695  $777.92  $700.63 

14x36  $18,545  $863.56  $777.71 

14x40  $20,345  $946.90  $852.71 

16x32  $18,845  $877.45  $790.21 

16x36  $20,895  $972.36  $875.63 

16x40  $22,945  $1,067.27  $961.04 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x12  $3,795  $180.69  $163.13 

8x16  $5,045  $238.56  $215.21 

10x12  $4,995  $236.25  $213.13 

10x14  $5,095  $240.88  $217.29 

10x16  $5,395  $254.77  $229.79 

10x20  $6,845  $321.90  $290.21 

12x12  $5,495  $259.40  $233.96 

12x14  $5,945  $280.23  $252.71 

12x16  $6,545  $308.01  $277.71 

12x20  $7,995  $375.14  $338.13 

12x24  $9,395  $439.95  $396.46 

12x32  $11,545  $539.49  $486.04 

12x36  $12,895  $601.99  $542.29 

12x40  $14,295  $666.81  $600.63 

14x24  $11,545  $539.49  $486.04 

14x32  $14,995  $699.21  $629.79 

14x36  $16,745  $780.23  $702.71 

14x40  $18,495  $861.25  $775.63 

16x32  $16,995  $791.81  $713.13 

16x36  $18,995  $884.40  $796.46 

16x40  $20,995  $976.99  $879.79 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

8x16  $5,295  $250.14  $225.63 

10x14  $5,345  $252.45  $227.71 

10x16  $5,645  $266.34  $240.21 

10x20  $7,095  $333.47  $300.63 

12x14  $6,195  $291.81  $263.13 

12x16  $6,795  $319.58  $288.13 

12x20  $8,245  $386.71  $348.54 

12x24  $9,595  $449.21  $404.79 

12x32  $11,795  $551.06  $496.46 

12x36  $13,145  $613.56  $552.71 

12x40  $14,545  $678.38  $611.04 

14x24  $11,795  $551.06  $496.46 

14x32  $15,245  $710.79  $640.21 

14x36  $16,995  $791.81  $713.13 

14x40  $18,745  $872.82  $786.04 

16x32  $17,245  $803.38  $723.54 

16x36  $19,195  $893.66  $804.79 

16x40  $21,245  $988.56  $890.21 

SIZE 5395 RTO36M RTO48M

12x20  $9,495  $444.58  $400.63 

12x24  $10,895  $509.40  $458.96 

12x32  $12,995  $606.62  $546.46 

12x36  $14,345  $669.12  $602.71 

12x40  $15,745  $733.94  $661.04 

14x24  $12,995  $606.62  $546.46 

14x32  $16,445  $766.34  $690.21 

14x36  $18,195  $847.36  $763.13 

14x40  $19,995  $930.69  $838.13 

16x32  $18,445  $858.94  $773.54 

16x36  $20,395  $949.21  $854.79 

16x40  $22,445  $1,044.12  $940.21 

ULG - Urethane Lofted Garage

ULBC - Urethane Lofted Barn Cabin ULB - Urethane Lofted Barn

USLB - Urethane Side Lofted Barn

USLBC - Urethane Side 
Lofted Barn Cabin

UCLBC - Urethane Center 
Lofted Barn Cabin

(pictured in metal)

UPLBC - Urethane Premier 
Lofted Barn Cabin




